For Heaven’s Sake

A blind tasting of the ultra-premium junmai daiginjo in search of the best
WORDS JOYCELINE TULLY

Sake’s origin is unclear but The Kojiki, Japan’s first written history compiled in
712 AD already acknowledged sake’s existence then. Originally, Japanese rice
wine was produced communally. All members of a village would gather to chew
rice, chestnuts and millet, which they would then expel into a tub to ferment.
Starches in the rice mixture, thanks to saliva, would be converted to sugar, and
so the brewing (or fermentation) process began soon after the tub was filled.
These days, short-grain pearl rice is husked and polished, washed, soaked,
steamed and cooled. Then koji, the fungus-covered rice that helps fermentation,
yeast and pure spring water are added to the rice, and the mixture is then
fermented for about four weeks. The fermented wine is filtered, skimmed,
pasteurised and bottled.
As for what differentiates the finest of sakes from the run of the mill, sake
cognoscenti are known to seek out any sake that bears the Japanese word ‘ginjo’.
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TASTING

Ginjo is short for ginjo-shu, meaning premium.
But there is more. The highest subclass of ginjo is
daiginjo. Indeed, ginjo-shu at the daiginjo level has
been deemed to have the most complex yet delicate
flavour profiles that span from the fruit to the floral
and herbal. It all hinges on rice milling.

ALL IN THE RICE

Of the 200 or so types of rice, only 30 varieties are
deemed suitable for sake. And yet, it’s not the rice,
but the milling that determines a sake’s premium
status. Unlike lower grades of sake, the rice used
in brewing ginjo-shu is milled heavily so that
much of the outer grain is removed. The fats and
proteins lurking in the outer part of the kernels
are discarded, so the starches concentrated in the
centre of the grain can easily ferment.
For basic sake, only 30 per cent is milled away.
For ginjo-shu quality, at least 40 per cent of the
grain must be removed. You can thus surmise that
brewing with 50 per cent of the grain results in
the ultra-premium junmai daiginjo sake. At these
levels, it takes at least 30 to 40 per cent more rice
to produce the same amount of premium sake
compared to basic sake.

THE IMPORTANCE OF YEAST

Yeast is one of the most important factors
influencing the flavour and aroma of sake. Lately,
dozens of new yeast strains have been developed for
sake. Just like in the making of grape wines, unique
yeast strains will give rise to an array of unique
chemical compounds, such as esters, alcohols
and acids that affect the nuances of fragrance
and flavour in a sake. Some breweries, including
Amabuki Shuzo Co. Ltd, have even extracted and

used yeasts from flowers to bestow their sake with
unique floral tones.

TASTING SAKE

Scientists on analysing sake found it to contain 400
congeners (flavour agents). As such, knowledgeable
tasters have developed hundreds of terms to
describe aroma and taste.
A sake can be described as kunshu (fresh,
fragrant and refreshing); koshu (light clean aromas
and brisk flavour); jukushu (aged and mellow with
deep flavour) and junshu (rich with full flavour).
Compared to honjozo (basic level) sake, junmai
daiginjo sakes are texturally richer, and the overall
impact tends to be more powerful.
Additionally, a sake can taste amai (sweet),
karai (dry), nigai (bitter), suppai (tart) and shibui
(astringent). The finest sakes will have a multidimensional taste. They will also seem to linger and
hang out (with the finish or tail called kire), with
either a puckering acidity or stubborn sweetness
that stays to be savoured for minutes afterwards.
Even an untutored and untrained palate can
quickly learn to distinguish a fine sake from a
mediocre one. A sake master once said: “On tasting
sake, enjoy the aroma, the flavour, and how much
the sake’s flavours linger after swallowing. The best
have flavours of rice, are balanced between the dry
and sweet, and have a fragrance reminiscent of
flowers. You’ll never get bored with drinking such
sakes.”

SAKE DECODER
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Enjoy sake but can’t figure out the labels?
Differentiate amongst the various grades of sake
with the table below.

GRADING

CLASSIFICATION

Premium
(at least 30 per cent husk milled away)

Junmai

Honjozo (with added alcohol)

Premium
(between 30 to 40 per cent husk milled away;
or use of special sake rice)

Tokubetsu Junmai

Tokubetsu Honjozo (with added alcohol)

Super Premium
(at least 40 per cent husk milled away)

Junmai Ginjo

Ginjo (with added alcohol)

Ultra Premium
(at least 50 per cent husk milled away)

Junmai Daiginjo

Daiginjo (with added alcohol)
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descriptors to describe the sensory qualities of
wine. He also co-developed the Asian Wine Lexicon,
a project to help new wine consumers in Asia
describe wines in their own context.
Eric Eu
Eric Eu was formerly a sommelier at Raffles Hotel
Singapore, working under wine director Stephan
Soret. He was also part of the opening team at Park
Hotel Alexandra. He is now a restaurant manager at
Mo’mor Izakaya, and oversees business operations
and the beverage list.
Daisuke Kawai
Daisuke Kawai is the award-winning sommelier at
La Terre. He has over 20 years of experience in the
industry, specialising in wines, sake and whisky.
He was crowned Best Sommelier of the Year 2013
in the the Singapore World Gourmet Series Awards
of Excellence. He has also won numerous other
awards, including those by the Japan Sommelier
Association, Academy of Wines of Portugal and
Society of Wine Educators.
Edwin Soon
Edwin Soon is a trained oenologist, a veteran wine
journalist, wine speaker, author and a co-founder
of the Asian Wine Lexicon. He is also Wine & Dine’s
contributing wine editor.
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OUR VENUE

THE TASTING

Most sake in Japan are consumed warm; yet it is
universally acknowledged that the finest brews
produced in the last few decades have been those
that are served slightly chilled.
With more than 6,000 brands of sake in Japan,
Wine & Dine throws the spotlight on ultra-premium
junmai daiginjo available in Singapore. These sakes
were all tasted blind.

Above Our tasting
venue, Mo’mor Izakaya

The judging panellists consisted of:
Daniel Chia
Daniel Chia is a senior wine lecturer at Temasek
Polytechnic. In his former life, he was at times
a sommelier and a restaurant and bar manager.
Daniel was one of the pioneers to use local flavour
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Mo’mor Izakaya is a contemporary izakaya tucked
away on the fringes of Orchard Road. Helmed by
award-winning industry veteran, chef Martin Woo,
the menu comprises well-priced tapas and grill
items such as charcoal grilled whole Japanese squid
spiked with fermented chilli bean paste ($19) and
skewered Matsusaka A4 wagyu beef ($28) paired
with a rich goma dressing. For a more extravagant
spread, tuck into mains like grilled Iberico poirk
collar ($30) and rock lobster ($11 per 100g) with
creamy mentaiko hollandaise.
The izakaya prides itself on its unfiltered and
unpasteurised draft sake that’s air-flown from
Hyogo prefecture in Japan. It also offers a specially
curated sake list that covers diverse sake styles at a
good range of prices. Enjoy your choice of tipple al
fresco, or indoors in air-conditioned comfort.
#B1-01 Tanglin Post Office (Opposite Tanglin
Mall), 56 Tanglin Road. Tel: 6463 8080
momor.com.sg

TASTING NOTES

Kita no Nishiki,
Hokkaido
Wakka Singapore
With hints of melon,
this sake comes across
fruity with medium
intensity. It has a
velvety texture and is
dense, voluminous,
chunky and will pair well
with meat dishes.

Hideyoshi Junmai
Daiginjo, Akita
Inter Rice Asia
Delicate aromas with
flowers, white peaches,
persimmon and a touch
of spice. Balanced on
the sweet side, lightly
warm and refreshing
with a smoky, flinty tail.

Yamamoto Junmai
Daiginjo, Akita
Epicurean Nomads
Subtle aromas of
citrus fruit, banana
and tropical fruit.
Flavoursome, delicate
and refined texture,
uncomplicated,
medium acidity, pure.

Yukinobosha Junmai
Daiginjou, Akita
Orihara
Forward nose, but
lightly fragrant with
pure rice aromas. Light
in body, texture and
alcohol, and beautifully
balanced between the
dry and the sweet.

Akaeboshi, Yamagata
Wakka Singapore
Dominating rice
aromas, and very clean
with a hint of spice.
Alcohol and a fruity
palate make this a
powerful sake.

PRODUCT SHOTS: CHAI SOONG
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Gasanryu Junmai
Daiginjou Gokugetsu,
Yamagata
Orihara
Moderate strength.
A melange of floral
and green apple notes
giving way to rice.
Moderate strength and
incredibly smooth with
none of the alcohol
sweetness or burn.

Miyakanbai Junmai
Daiginjyo, Miyagi
Epicurean Nomads
Yeasty on the nose and
fruity on the palate.
Rich, smooth texture,
spicy overtones leading
up to malt and sweaty
notes. A sharp, dry,
pure style. This is a
favourite of Daisuke.

Hakkaisan Kongoshin
Junmai Daiginjyo,
Niigata
Whistler Wine & Spirits
Panellists were
undecided if they liked
its oxidative style, but
this powerful alcoholic
sake with aromas of
uncooked rice grains, a
hint of sweetness and
refreshing palate won
them over eventually.
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Musashino
Kasugayama Ten To
Chi Junmai Daiginjo,
Niigata
Inter Rice Asia
Unique. Yeasty-soy
notes with nuances of
green plums led the
way. Robust on the
palate, heavy, dense
and fruity even with
sweet rice with husks.

Wakimizu with Golden
Leaf, Niigata
Wakka Singapore
Fruity and floral, but
clean on the nose.
Medium texture and
body, refreshing palate
with notes of banana
and walnut. Good
balance of dryness and
bitterness.

Kirinzan Junmai
Daiginjou, Niigata
Orihara
Delicate nose with a
hint of rice and melon;
moderate density with
a pure, simple, clear,
smooth style. Quite
enjoyable.

Mizubasho PURE
Junmai Daiginjo,
Gunma
Epicurean Nomads
Sparkling style, dry,
lightly effervescent
and lively. Melon and
rice overtones, and
a clean finish with a
light bitterness. Eric
counts this amongst his
favourites.

Masumi Nanago
Junmai Daiginjyo,
Nagano
Whistler Wine & Spirits
Tropical nuances of ripe
starfruit. Deep yellow
in colour. Yeasty nose,
quite mature; Japanese
pickles. Vibrant with
fruit nose, good
balance. Nice balance of
acidity and bitterness.

Kita Alps Junmai
Daiginjo, Nagano
Leigh Atelier
Yeastiness on the
nose with some bright
floral-fruity flavours.
Balanced, lengthy and
pure with a clean finish.

Fukugen Nama Junmai
Daiginjo, Nagano
Leigh Atelier
The epitome of an easy
drinking style. Brilliant
silver colour with fresh
subtle fruit, balance and
a long, long tail (finish).

Wataribune Junmai
Daiginjo, Ibaraki
Epicurean Nomads
Apples and grapefruit
allied with savoury
notes. This is quite
complex with a dry and
sharp texture, likened
to that of acidity in
yoghurt and a bitter
aftertaste. Memorable.

Jyokigen Junmai
Daiginjyo Kiss of Fire,
Ishikawa
Whistler Wine & Spirits
Shiny lemon yellow
colour. Savoury with
green banana hints.
Milky texture, clean rice
notes and freshness.
Medium-plus weight
and round finish.

Tedorigawa Junmai
Daiginjou Honryu,
Ishikawa
Orihara
A moderate, smooth
sake, this is rich
and pleasing. To be
savoured for its purity
and balance.

Hanagaki Okutaru JDG
(GB), Fukui
Whistler Wine & Spirits
A departure from
what is expected
of sake. Closer to a
Chardonnay, this sake
is yellow gold, oaky and
astringent from wood
aging, with big flavours
of pineapple, toast,
nuts and evocative of
Christmas spice cake.

Wakatake Onna
Nakase (Crying Lady),
Shizuoka
Tanesei Trading
Clean, pure, round
and smooth, with
persimmon flavours.
Texture is milky, and
one senses some heat
at the end. Lingering
vanilla and nut flavours.
Another favourite of
Daisuke.
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Other Sake Styles
Kijoshu Rich, sweet and port-like
Happo Seishu Sparkling sake
Nigori Milky white ‘cloudy’ sake.
Koshu Matured or aged in stainless steel
tanks from three to seven years
Tarusake Sake aged for a shorter time
and in cedar or wine casks

The Sake Meter
Value (SMV)
PHOTOS: CHAI SOONG

The SMV system measures the density of a
sake. Negative numbers on the scale (as low
as -5 or so) are the sweetest. Sakes with a
+10 SMV are considered dry, or karakuchi,
while sakes with a +15 SMV are considered
extra dry, or cho-karakuchi.
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Clockwise from
right Our tasting
panellists Daniel and
Eric; Edwin, our wine
editor; Award-winning
sommelier Daisuke
Kawai; Senior wine
lecturer Daniel Chia
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Kitagawa Tomioh Gin
No Tsukasa Junmai
Daiginjyo, Kyoto
Whistler Wine & Spirits
Light yellow. Melon
yoghurt pie aromas.
Yes, it is yeasty, but it is
also easy drinking given
its moderate acidity
and sweet finish.

Sawanotsuru Minume
Kimoto Daiginyo Sake,
Hyogo
Kirei Food
Medium yellow. Intense
nose of bananas with
wood and pine nuances.
Fruity palate, big round
finish. Flavours of
newly harvested rice
with complexity and
delicacy.

Sawanotsuru Junmai
Daiginjyo Zuicho,
Hyogo
Kirei Food
Clean rice aroma and
flavours. Comes across
as a pleasant everyday
drinking sake. Harmony
of bitterness and
acidity. A unanimous
two- star rating for
this sake.

Ryusei Bekkakuhin
Kimoto Junmai
Daiginjo, Hiroshima
Ippudo Singapore
Yellow colour. Yeasty,
with a hint of fruitiness,
Japanese pickles,
rice and sauce notes;
some age detected but
otherwise, clean and
complex with a long tail.

Suigei Junmai Daiginjo
Yamadanishik, Kochi
Ippudo Singapore
Clear silver. Grapefruit,
citrus notes with a
pleasant balance. The
acidity does give way to
heavy viscosity in the
texture.

a last word from
our panellists...
Daniel
“I am happy to see so many Japanese sake
importers and range of sakes compared to 10
years ago.”
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Eric
“Quite a number of prefectures were
represented with diverse styles and all
showed well. I loved the sparkling sake.”
Bijoufu Junmai
Daiginjou Mai, Kochi
Orihara
Subtle with red fruit,
wheat and ripe banana
on the palate. Clear and
smooth watery texture
with an intriguing fruit,
floral nose.

Yama No Kotobuki
BaSaRa Junmai
Daiginjo, Fukuoka
Ippudo Singapore
Bright yellow. Very
sweet nose, followed by
a palate that is sweet
and rich with flavours of
sour plums, Japanese
pickles and apple-like
acidity with a certain
steely minerality. Pure
and refreshing.

Nabeshima Junmai
Daiginjo Aiyama, Saga
Epicurean Nomads
Aromas of melon, fruit
and yoghurt. Lively
on the palate, given
its refreshing acidity.
Makes for a great
aperitif.
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Daisuke
“Lots of characterful sakes... I am excited to
return to world of sake, thanks to this tasting
of junmai daiginjo!”
Edwin
“After the reveal, it would seem that in general
sake prices do reflect quality (or rather my
preferences), which makes shopping a breeze
since I am label-challenged.”
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